cross country hardtails
Pure Racing Heritage _
The first Kona Mountain Bikes were bikes
designed by Mountain Bike Hall of Fame racer
Joe Murray specifically for the use of the Kona
Factory Cross-Country race team _ Over the
years, dozens of the WorldÕs top racers have
tested and proven our pioneering sloping top
tube hardtail design, helping us refine it down
to the bare essentials of a pure cross-country
performance machine _ This yearÕs crop of
cross-country hardtails is focused on trimming
every gram off, but ONLY if it means that the
bottom line of reliability is not hurt _ Details
down to superlight inner tubes, alloy spoke
nipples, Shimano Hollowtech cranks and bottom brackets, Titanium seat rails and
Ultralight saddle foam are all part of the package that makes our hardtail racers an ideal
selection for pure performance _
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Limited Production _ Kona CrossCountry Factory Team machine _ Lightest Kona Mountain Bike Ð
21.9 lbs (9.95 kilos) _ Superlight & Resilient Easton Scandium
Aluminum frame tubing _ Pure selection of lightweight
performance components _ Did we say Limited Production? _
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Lightweight Cross-Country Race
Peformer _ Beautiful, Light & Strong
Easton Ultralite frame _ Lightweight
Rock Shox XC HydraAir fork _
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Lightweight Cross-Country Race Bike
shares frame with Kula _ Strong & Supple
Marzocchi Bomber Z3 coil shock _ Lightweight
performance component mix _
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NEW emphasis on lightweight race/ride
performance _ Beautiful butted Kona 7005
Double-Butted Aluminum frame _ Plush
Bomber Z4 coil front suspension _
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